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Some new titles from
Hans Zell Publishers - 1994

Dorothy Driver, Ann Dry, Craig MacKenzie, and John Read (comps.)

Nadine Gordimer: A Bibliography of Primary and Secondary Sources, 1937-1992
360pp December 1993 £65.00/$100.00 cased
ISBN 1-873836-26-0
(Bibliographical Research in African Literatures, 4)

Michael Mann & Valerie Sanders (comps.)
A Bibliography of African Language Texts.
In the collections of the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London, to 1963
448pp January 1994 £65.00/$105.00 cased
ISBN 1-873836-31-7
(Documentary Research in African Literatures, 3)

Nancy J. Schmidt
c.448pp May 1994 c.£48.00/$75.00 cased
ISBN 1-873836-21-X
(Bibliographical Research in African Literatures, 4)

Bernth Lindfors
c.600pp July 1994 c.£60.00/$95.00 cased
ISBN 1-873836-16-3
(Bibliographical Research in African Literatures, 3)

Louis Taussig
Sub-Saharan African Travel Resource Guide
Volume 1: East and West Africa
c.460pp July 1994 c.£55.00/$90.00 cased
ISBN 1-873836-45-7

Benjamin Nunez
Dictionary of Portuguese African-Civilization
Volume 1: From Discovery to Independence
c.432pp July 1994 c.£48.00/$75.00 cased
ISBN 1-873836-10-4

Philip Baker (comp.)
Edited by the International African Institute
c.398pp October 1994 c.£95.00/$150.00 cased
ISBN 1-873836-36-8

Recently published:

Aaron Segal
(Cartography by Patricia M. Chalk and J. Gordon Shields)
An Atlas of International Migration
244pp 1993 £65.00/$100.00 cased
ISBN 1-873836-30-9
"...a tremendously valuable and interesting book." - Library Association Record
"...a fascinating work." - Library Journal

Bernice M. Kelly (comp.) & Janet L. Stanley (ed.)
Nigerian Artists: A Who's Who and Bibliography
610pp 8pp full colour plates 1993
£90.00/$175.00 cased ISBN 1-873836-82-5
"Contains everything you ever needed to know about Nigerian artists, painters and sculptors.
...the ultimate reference work." - West Africa
"Kelly’s massive and impeccably professional book offers a welcome introduction to Nigeria’s artists.
...the entries contain a wealth of information." - Choice

John McLainwaine
592pp 1993 £75.00/$145.00 cased
ISBN 0-905450-43-4
(Regional Reference Guides, 1)
"...an essential tool of fundamental importance for all Africana librarians and scholars." - African Libraries Newsletter
"...a tool Africanists cannot do without ... this masterful reference is highly recommended for all scholarly collections, not just for African studies." - Library Journal

Gordon Graham
As I Was Saying: Essays on the International Book Business
269pp 1993 £16.95/$28.00 ppr.
ISBN 1-873836-07-5
(Hans Zell Studies on Publishing, 2)
"...an indispensable rite mecum ... buy, borrow, or, if you absolutely must, steal this book." - The Bookseller
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